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PointShape Inspector SV 

PointShape Inspector SV is the 3D metrology software for accurate deviation analysis of scanned data against 
the nominal design.  
This software version facilitates an inspection work by ensuring simple and efficient workflow and user-friendly 
interface with embedded screen tips (short GIF videos) that guide user throughout the inspection and 
measurement processes. 
This cost-effective solution makes the inspection work affordable to all engineers. 
 
 

 - Direct raw data importing  
 Scan Formats: *.stl *.ply *.txt *.asc *.neu *.xyz *.pts *.csv 
 CAD Formats: *.igs *.iges *.stp *.step *.stl *.ply 
 - Various alignment types supported :  Initial, Manual, Automatic, 3-2-1 Alignment  
 - Color-coded deviation map of the errors 
 - Comprehensive measurement tools & Fully automatic report function 



PointShape Inspector SV Alignment Types 

Initial Alignment Manual Alignment 

Alignments 

It is a one-click tool for aligning the scan data to 
CAD that share common directions. It can be 
considered as a preparatory step for a best fit. 

It is a simple alignment type by selecting 3 
corresponding points on each data.  

Quick GIF Guides 

These short GIF guides help new users to quickly understand software functions.  
When user starts a new function for the first time, the help automatically pops up to 
support users understanding.  (this also can be turned off in the setting menu) 



3-2-1  Alignment Automatic Alignment 

PointShape Inspector Alignment Types 

Alignments 

Best Fit. This is a final step to get the most 
precise alignment. 

This tool allows users to align the data by using 
CAD elements as references. Alignment will be 
performed by picking the right elements on the 
CAD. 



Whole Deviation 

Comparisons 

 This tool shows the deviated parts of the whole object with a single click.  
     By picking any points user can check the exact variance. 



Reference Geometry Creation 

Reference Geometry 

Creation of various reference geometry shapes for all type of cases 



Distance between two entities 

Comprehensive Measurement Tools 

Distance, Angle, Radius  

      Measurements  

Measurements 



Comprehensive Measurement Tools 

Distance between two points Radius Measurement 

Measurements 



Automatic Report Creation (PDF) 

PointShape Inspector SV Report 
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